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UPLINK COMMAND STRUCTURE
WITHIN THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER

Walter W. Lasken
Space Transportation and Systems Group

Rockwell International
Downey, California

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of the various types of uplink commands available for
attached or detached payloads and discusses in detail the manner in which the Space
Shuttle orbiter common set and stand-alone computers accept and process these
commands. Command and data processing within the orbiter systems during ascent and
on-orbit operation are also discussed. The uplink command formats, as they relate to the
data processing system, are presented in some detail.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the uplink software environment and the payload uplink commands
and control process supported by the orbiter’s software. The software processes are
described in sufficient detail to enable payload users to determine how the orbiter uplink
software can be used to support payloads.

To support the different mission phase requirements, the five orbiter general purpose
computers (GPC’s) can be configured in two different ways: as a redundant set of four
GPC’s with a stand-alone GPC or as a common set of two GPC’s. Payload uplink
command data requirements vary with each payload’s unique requirements. These
requirements are both flight and flight-time (event) dependent. The orbiter software
support of payload uplink commands differs during mission phases, i.e., ascent, entry, and
on-orbit operations.



ORBITER DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM SOFTWARE
SUPPORT FOR PAYLOAD UPLINK COMMANDS

Flight Time Line Payload Support Availability

Software is available to support payloads in the prelaunch phase until approximately
T-20 minutes. At this time, the ascent memory configuration is loaded. For a nominal
mission, the on-orbit memory reconfiguration to support payload on-orbit operations (GPC
support) is available approximately 77 minutes after lift-off.

The on-orbit software to support payloads is available until the memory is reconfigured to
support the entry phase of the flight. The entry memory configuration occurs
approximately three hours before the entry phase.

Ascent and Descent Mission Phases

In these phases, four GPC’s form a redundant set. The system software (flight computer
operating system, user interface, and initialization) of the redundant set is the same in all
memory configurations. The applications software in the redundant set is identical.

During the ascent and entry phases, the redundant set is dedicated to the guidance,
navigation, and control (GN&C) function; therefore, no uplink payload support is available
from the redundant set during these flight phases.

One orbiter GPC is dedicated as a stand-alone computer and is referred to as the backup
flight system (BFS). During the ascent and entry phases, the BFS supports a limited
payload uplink command data processing capability. The uplink processing is limited to
discrete safing commands (Figure 1).

On-Orbit Mission Phase

During on-orbit operations, a minimum of two GPC’s form a common set. A common set
is defined as two or more GPC’s whose system software programs are identical but whose
applications software programs are different. At least one GPC of this common set is
loaded with the GN&C applications program. The other computer of the common set is
assigned to the system management/payload (SM/PL) function. The SM/PL computer
uplink software uses the system base and unique SM/PL uplink processing to support
payloads. The on-orbit mission phase is the prime phase to support payload user
requirements (Figure 2).



GPC/Uplink Hardware and Software Interfaces

Uplink software interfaces with the network signal processor (NSP) via a serial channel on
the flight-critical (FC) multiplexer/demultiplexer (MDM). NSP polling is controlled by the
GN&C GPC in command on the selected FC bus. The uplink data from the NSP are made
available to all active redundant GPC’s and the stand-alone BFS GPC. The NSP is polled
every 160 milliseconds.

The uplink software requests 32 words, consisting of an NSP status word, 30 data words
(10 uplink command words or idle pattern), and a validity word. The uplink data are
received by all GPC’s within a redundant set and processed within 160 milliseconds.

Ascent and Descent

During ascent and descent, the NSP is polled by the GN&C GPC in command of the
selected FC bus. When the GN&C GPC is ready to poll the NSP, the GN&C GPC issues a
command to wait for index. This causes the BFS GPC to go to a listen mode. The BFS
GPC in the listen mode will monitor its bus for NSP data and process those data, which
are destined for the BFS GPC. This method allows the BFS GPC to receive the same NSP
data as the GN&C GPC receives.

During the on-orbit mission phase, NSP data are made available to all GPC’s in the
common set via the intercomputer channel and are controlled by the system interface
processor (SIP). The SIP module provides the control of system-wide processes that are
required to operate at the same time and in a coordinated manner and allows the GPC’s to
communicate in an efficient manner. A more detailed explanation of this process is
provided in the appendix.

Uplink Software Description

The uplink software to support payloads resides in both the BFS GPC for ascent and entry
(stand-alone) and in the on-orbit SM/PL GPC, one of the common set computers. The
SM/PL GPC utilizes the standard software and SM/PL-unique uplink processing. The
availability of these uplink commands as a function of the mission phase is defined in
Table 1.



Table I.  Payload Command Versus Mission Phase

Command Ascent Descent On-Orbit

MDM command (single-stage)

MDM multiple command

MDM multiple stored program command

Payload data load

PSP configuration message load

Time execute command

Payload throughput command

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

The uplink system software contains a number of uplink command buffers for processing
uplink commands. The SM/PL uplink processes payload uplink commands in the SM/PL-
unique buffers. The uplink command buffers are described in the appendix.

Uplink System Software

The uplink system software supports two general types of payload uplink commands:
single-stage and two-stage. The system software is limited to discrete MDM commands
during ascent and entry flight phases.

Single-Stage Commands—Single-stage commands are executed by the on-board
software upon receiving a maximum uplink rate of 10 commands per 200 milliseconds.
The single-stage discrete command consists of a set command or a reset command. If the
single-stage set or reset command must have specific time intervals between them, then the
commands must be separated (sent) by those time intervals. This command can set or reset
16 bits at a time.

Two-Stage Commands—Two-stage commands are uplinked as separate load and execute
commands. The load is first stored in the two-stage buffer and downlisted (once per
second) for correction and/or validation. These command data are normally transferred to
the designated subsystem within two seconds of receiving an execute command. The
multiple discrete command is a two-stage command consisting of up to ten groups of a
reset command followed by a set command. The orbiter system software provides at least



150 microseconds between the reset and the set command. The number of groups of reset
and set commands to the MDM discrete channel within a multiple command group is
limited to a maximum of ten.

Stored Program Commands (SPC’s)—SPC’s are special two-stage commands which
consist of a reset and a set command pair and have an execution time associated with
them. SPC’s via the MDM discrete channel may consist of up to ten discrete command
groups. Normally the SPC will be transferred to the MDM discrete channel within two
seconds after the Greenwich mean time (GMT) of execution has occurred. If the GMT
time of execution has already occurred when the load is received, the SPC will normally
be output within two seconds of receipt. The GPC storage (including those required to
support orbiter functions) is limited to a maximum of ten at any given time in the mission.

Payload Data Load—The payload data load is a two-stage command used to uplink data
and/or commands to the various payloads. Payload data loads are buffered in the two-stage
buffer and downlisted once per second. A buffer-execute command is required to cause the
uplink software to execute the two-stage command. Upon receipt of the buffer-execute
command, the command load is transmitted to the SM uplink unique processes.

Payload Throughput Command (PTC)—PTC is a specific type of two-stage command,
which is buffered in the two-stage buffer; however, when the PTC is completely received
(the last command word bit is set to one), it will immediately be available for application
processing without waiting for a buffer-execute command. No validation other than
standard two-stage buffer loading validation is performed on the PTC data content. The
PTC is not downlisted before the data are transferred to the SM uplink unique processes.

SM Uplink Software

The on-orbit SM uplink software supports four general types of payload uplink commands:
payload data load, payload signal processor (PSP) configuration message load, time-
execute command (TEc) load, and payload throughput. (Refer to appendix for payload
uplink command processing.)

SM Uplink Processor—The uplink processor provides the interface between the system
services uplink software and the SM functions with uplink inputs. The uplink processor
waits for the user interface to signal that an uplink load is available for processing from the
two-stage buffer. When data are available, the contents of the two-stage buffer are moved
to the SM uplink buffer and the two-stage buffer is cleared to zero for further use
(Figure 3).



The uplink processor performs the necessary processing for the uplink operation (OP)
code. In most cases this processing consists of moving the correct number of words from
the uplink buffer to the affected functions compool for later use by that function.

Payload Data Load (OP Code 26) or
Payload Throughput (OP Code 61)

The difference in processing these two OP codes occurs only in the user interface two-
stage buffer uplink process. OP code 26 is a two-stage uplink command. The SM uplink
processing for these two commands is identical. The processing provides the transfer of
payload data to the PSP, Spacelab (SL), and standard serial interface (SSI) interfaces. If an
invalid destination is specified in the uplink control word, the uplink command will be
rejected and the uplink invalid request flag is set on for display and downlist; otherwise,
processing is performed as described in the following section.

PSP Destination—There are five prestored, identified PSP command configuration
messages available in the SM GPC. The proper configuration message identification
(which must accompany any command load transfer) is defined before a mission and
included as part of the stored command load. Similarly, for each uplink load, the
configuration message identification is included in the load.

If the uplink command word does not specify a configuration message identification in the
range of 0 to 5 or the number of valid words is in the range of 0 to 64, the uplink command
will be rejected, and the uplink invalid request flag is set on and downlisted.

For valid configuration message identifications and valid numbers of words, the following
is done: a test is made to verify that the PSP buffer is not being used by a previous request.
If the buffer is busy, the uplink command will be rejected, and an uplink invalid request
flag is set on and downlisted. If the buffer is available and the number of valid words is
greater than zero, the specified number of data words is moved from the SM uplink buffer
into the PSP buffer, and standard output control is called to output this load to the PSP
(Figure 4).

SSI Destination—If the uplink control word does not specify a valid number of data
words (1 to 32) or an SSI identification defined for this particular mission (1 to 8), the
uplink command will be rejected, and the uplink invalid request flag is set to on and
downlisted.

For valid SSI identifications, the following is done: a test is made to verify that the
uplink/SSI buffer is not being used by a previous uplink SSI request. If the buffer is busy,
the uplink command will be rejected, and an uplink invalid request flag is set on and



downlisted. If the buffer is available, the specified number of data words is moved from
the SM uplink buffer into this buffer, and standard output control is called to output this
load to the designated destination.

TEC Load (OP Code 46)

Uplink OP code 46 provides the capability to initiate a TEC load. First a check is made to
determine if the TEC buffer is already full (maximum size is ten TEC’s). If so, the new
TEC command is rejected, and the TEC storage full flag is set to on for downlist;
otherwise, the control word is checked for valid destination and valid number of data
words (PSP 0-63) (SSI 1-32). If any field is invalid, the uplink command is rejected. If an
area is available in the TEC buffer, the TEC command is transferred from the SM uplink
buffer to the TEC storage buffer.

TEC buffer clear (OP code 56) provides the capability to clear all active TEC commands
from the TEC buffer.

PSP Configuration Message (OP Code 27)

Uplink OP code 27 processing provides the capability to change one of five prestored
configuration messages. The processing sets the reject flag on if the configuration message
identification is not in the range of one to five, and the uplink command is rejected;
otherwise, the uplinked configuration is moved to the appropriate configuration entry.

Payload Data Throughput Processing

The user interface (UI) polls the NSP for thirty-two 16-bit words every 160 milliseconds.
These 32 words contain ten 48-bit commands (16 bits of uplink header plus 32 bits of
command data), a 16-bit NSP status word, and a 16-bit validity word. When the last
command word bit is set, UI sets an event for the SM/PL uplink process (the same event
the two-stage buffer execute will set).

When the SM/PL event is set, the flight computer operating system will activate the
SM/PL processor if no higher priority SM/PL process is active.

The current higher priority processes are: SIP, remote manipulator system, SL read, SL
write, PSP, special execution, data acquisition, and operation sequence transition. The UI
data transfer to the SM/PL uplink process varies depending on the timing of the load from
0 to 400 milliseconds. The SM/PL uplink processor to the SM/PL protocal software is less
than 1 millisecond.



Payload Command Data Load Throughput Rate

The NSP command data transfer to the UI is 10 command loads, containing 48 bits of
command data per every 160 millisecond NSP poll cycle. The theoretical maximum
transfer rate (less the 16-bit header word) is 320 bits per 160 milliseconds or 2 kbps;
however, this 2 kbps rate cannot be attained (Table II).

Table II.  Maximum Command Load Length Ten 48-Bit Words
Each 160 Millisecond NSP Poll Cycle

Command
Destination

Maximum
No. of

16-Bit Words

No.
Uplink
48-Bit
Words

Command
Load

Utilization

No.
NSP
Poll

Cycles
Milliseconds

Elapsed

SL

PSP

SSI

32 (512 bits)

64 (1,024 bits)

32 (512 bits)

16

33

16

1.6

3.3

1.6

2

4

2

320

640

320

The SM/PL protocol software maximum elapsed time to write a command load to the data
bus varies depending on the command destination as follows:

1. SL 80 milliseconds

2. SSI 200 milliseconds

3. PSP 160 milliseconds

Overall elapsed time/bit rate at the payload data bus interface in an ideal error free
environment is as follows:

SL = 320 + 80 = 400 ms, maximum number of bits 512 = 1.208 kbps

SSI = 320 + 200 = 520 ms, maximum number of bits 512 = 0.984 kbps

PSP = 640 + 160 = 800 ms, maximum number of bits 1,024 = 1.28 kbps



To sustain this bit rate, the SM/PL process used to clear the two-stage buffer can wait as
long as 2 seconds based on schedule priorities. The nominal clear time is approximately
400 milliseconds, based on STS-1, STS-2 launches and laboratory testing.

CONCLUSION

The uplink command structure within the Space Shuttle orbiter provides uplink command
services to attached and detached user payloads. The limitation of the command structure
and rate is provided to the payload user.
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NOMENCLATURE

BFS - backup flight system PSP - payload signal processor

FC - flight critical PTC - payload throughput control

GMT - Greenwich mean time SIP - system interface processor

GN&C - guidance, navigation, and control SL - Spacelab

GPC - general purpose computer SM - system management

MDM - multiplexer/demultiplexer SPC - stored program commands



NSP - network signal processor SSI - standard serial interface

OP - operation TEC - time execute command

PL - payload UI - user interface

APPENDIX

The following sections describe in more detail the uplink software environment and the
uplink commands and control processes supported by the orbiter software.

Uplink Command Format

The uplink command or uplink frame is comprised of 16 bits of header plus two 16-bit
command data words, a total of 48 bits in each command frame. It can vary, however, with
the command type. For normal operation, the command format is ten 48-bit orbiter frames
per 200 milliseconds. The orbiter can receive under all operational modes 50 uplink frames
per second via the network signal processor (NSP). This combination of 48 bits in the
uplink frame is processed by the NSP and transferred via multiplexer/demultiplexer to the
general purpose computer (GPC) for further processing. (Figure A-1)

Uplink Data Transfer to GPC’s

The NSP data are made available to all GPC’s in the common set via the intercomputer
channel (ICC) and are controlled by system interface processor (SIP). The SIP module
provides the control of system-wide processes that are required to operate at the same time
and in a coordinated manner and allows the GPC’s to communicate in an efficient manner.

The SIP module executes every minor cycle (40 milliseconds). The processing for any
minor cycle is dependent on the low order two bits of the SIP cycle counter. The setting of
these bits divides the processing into four phases numbered zero through three. These
phases are executed in four consecutive minor cycles and are then repeated. The transfer
of uplink data to all active GPC’s in the common set is controlled by these four phases.
Refer to NSP polling SIP (Figure A-2).

1. Phase 0—It is during this phase that the NSP timer initiated input/output is
performed (NSP polling).

2. Phase 1—The NSP data read during Phase 0 are moved into the ICC buffer from
the NSP input buffer for the current NSP. If the last ICC buffer load has been
routed, then the next ICC buffer load is collected.



3. Phase 2—No additional processing is done during this phase in which the ICC
input/output is taking place.

4. Phase 3—The ICC buffers of all members of the common set are processed in turn.
If NSP data are present, then they are routed to the NSP compool. Unless these data
were found in a previous buffer in the processing of previous data, they are not yet
complete. Only then are the messages in the ICC buffer routed. The header for each
message is decoded and the appropriate action taken (i.e., procedure called, data
moved to compool, or event set). This process continues until all messages in the
buffer have been processed.

Uplink Command Buffer Description

The uplink system software contains four buffers: input buffer, single-stage buffer, two-
stage buffer, and the stored program commands (SPC) buffer (Figure A-3).

Input Buffer—The input buffer will accept 32 words as transmitted from the NSP. These
32 words contain ten 48-bit commands (16 bits of uplink header and 32 bits of command
data), a 16-bit NSP status word, and a 16-bit validity word. The uplink software checks
certain fields in the header word for proper vehicle address, major function/GPC
identification, operation (OP) code versus memory configuration, and the first and last
word in the command code. If any of these fields contain illegal codes, the command word
containing the illegal code will not be processed further. The uplink system software also
checks the OP code in the command word to determine whether to route the command
word to the single-stage buffer or the two-stage buffer.

Single-Stage Buffer—Single-stage uplink commands contain destination information
within their format. They do not require preview capability by the ground, and they
execute upon receipt by the uplink single-stage processing software. The single-stage
processor is capable of executing single-stage commands at the uplink transfer rate (ten
per NSP reading).

Two-Stage Buffer—The two-stage buffer is required to buffer up to sixty-seven 16-bit
words in the following sequence: first, 48-bit command word and, then, user data as
applicable.

All 48 bits of the first word (header word) of a two-stage command are stored in the two-
stage buffer. Successive words will have bits 17 through 48 stored in the buffer, since the
first 16 bits of each command word are redundant. An uplink load is defined as that group
of uplink command words with a constant two-stage OP code that, when entered
contiguously into the two-stage buffer as specified and verified by the ground systems,



represents all the information needed to define the actions requested of user software by
the ground systems.

The ground is constrained to uplink only one standard uplink load and execute or
throughput command (TPC) to the two-stage buffer at a time. If a two-stage uplink load is
received before the execution of the previous load, the uplink software will reject the latter
uplink command. The uplink software provides the contents of the two-stage buffer for
cyclic downlist as the method of standard two-stage command verification by the ground
systems.

Commands using this route are called two-stage commands, since the two-stage buffer is
first loaded and reviewed and then is executed. An exception to this definition is the TPC,
a special type of two-stage command that is automatically transferred to an application
program upon receipt and is not reviewed as are all other two-stage commands. For TPC,
once the first command word is loaded in the two-stage buffer, successive words found to
be in error by the two-stage processor will cause a space to be skipped in the two-stage
buffer (i.e., 2 16-bit words containing all zeros will reside in 2-stage buffer). The last word
of the load must be valid (error free) for the TPC process to be accomplished. Interactive
commands exist to clear, execute, or update word-by-word the contents of the two-stage
buffer. Interactive commands are accepted by the uplink software anytime during the
uplink load process.

If the two-stage buffer is clear (no two-stage OP codes have been received since the last
buffer clear, TPC auto transfer, or buffer execute), the uplink software allows transfer of
the next two-stage OP code to the two-stage buffer.

Once a two-stage update is transmitted to the two-stage buffer, subsequent major
function/GPC and OP codes must be identical within the same command load, or the
command will be rejected and no space skipped in the two-stage buffer. If a subsequent
vehicle identification is not identical with the same command load in the two-stage buffer,
then the command will be rejected. A clear TPC auto transfer or execute OP code will free
the buffer for another two-stage OP code. A clear command will set the contents of the
two-stage buffer to zero, unless an execute has been received for a standard load or the
last command word (CW) has been received for a TPC and the application is in process of
retrieving. The uplink to application (receiver of OP code) interface is designed such that
the application will free the two-stage buffer within four seconds after an execute is
received for a standard two-stage command, or within one second after the last CW is
received for the TPC OP code.

Upon receipt of the buffer-execute command for a standard two-stage command or upon
receipt of the last CW of a TPC, uplink software notifies the addressed application



(receiver of OP code) that an uplink message is pending. After the application has received
the message, the OP code and contents of the two-stage buffer are cleared (set to zero),
thus freeing the two-stage buffer for subsequent receipt of uplink loads.

For an uplink load identified as an SPC, receipt of the buffer-execute command will cause
the two-stage processing to initiate transfer of the load to the SPC buffer. Upon completion
of that transfer, the two-stage buffer will be cleared.

SPC Buffer—The SPC buffer buffers a maximum of sixty 16-bit words. The SPC process
will accommodate up to ten SPC’s simultaneously. The SPC buffer has the capability to
accept SPC’s from the two-stage buffer and to execute the desired command or data
transfer at the specified time. The buffer-execute command causes this command to enter a
time queue to be executed within plus or minus 2 seconds of the time tag, as specified in
the SPC. If the time has expired (equal to or prior to current Greenwich mean time
[GMT]), the command will be executed immediately. In addition, the sequential execution
of the commands must be in the time order of the time words associated with the
commands. Once an SPC time tag has expired, the entry will be available for subsequent
SPC storage. The number of active SPC entries (one through ten) will be maintained by the
software. Upon processing of an execute command for SPC’s, the software will reject the
command if entry space is not available for the SPC.

System Management (SM) Uplink Processing Command Buffers

The SM provides uplink processing that is unique to payload uplink command processing.
The SM uplink processor provides the interface between the system services uplink
software and the SM/payload functions with uplink inputs (Figure A-4).

The control and data flow are shown in the SM uplink software processing diagram. Once
the contents of the system software are moved from the two-stage buffer to the SM uplink
buffer, the uplink processor performs the necessary processing of the uplink OP code. The
uplink requirements are dependent on the destination of the payload uplink command (i.e.,
standard serial interface (SSI), payload signal processor (PSP), and the PSP configuration
table load). This processing consists of certain validity checks and moving the correct
number of words from the uplink buffer to the affected function compool for later use by
that function.

PSP Data Load Processing

The PSP load processor builds the PSP command load buffer (PSP write buffer) with data
obtained from the uplink command data and the PSP command load table (CLT) as shown
in Figure A-5.



The CLT contains the five prestored configuration messages. The contents of these
messages are defined before each mission and are reconfigurable for each mission. These
configuration messages contain information for the configuration and control of the PSP.
The command load buffer (CLB) contains information for the PSP input/output processing.
It also contains buffers for communicating command load information between processes
initiating command loads and the input/output processor that performs the transfer.

The PSP data load processor moves the requested configuration message (one through
five) as specified in the uplink command from the CLT to the CLB. The message length in
the CLB is set equal to the payload data load number of valid data words from the SM
uplink buffer. If the message length is greater than zero, the appropriate number of data
words are moved from the SM uplink buffer to the CLB. The processing of PSP command
load buffer is controlled by the PSP cyclic processor.

PSP Cyclic Process

When the PSP communication is enabled, the SM application software requests a status
message from the PSP. This request is initiated every 80 milliseconds if a command load is
in progress and at least once per second if no command load is in progress. If evaluation of
the status message indicates the PSP can accept a new configuration message, the
command load is transmitted to the PSP at least 1.2 milliseconds after the last request for
status. The PSP status message will indicate the PSP can accept a new configuration
message only when the previous message output is completed; therefore, there will be a
break in transmission between each PSP command.

The command load consists of a configuration message followed by the command
message. The SM application software always transmits thirty-two 16-bit words in the
command message. The configuration message and payload command data words are
retained until the subsequent PSP cyclic status message indicates the PSP can accept the
second transfer. The process will transmit the remainder (if any) of the command load at
least 1.2 milliseconds after the last status message and before the next cyclic request for
status.

It should be noted that if during Transfer 1 or Transfer 2 there are less than thirty-two
16-bit words, the rest of the 32-word transfer contains fill data. The number of valid words
the PSP will output is defined in the configuration message; therefore, only the number of
valid words will be output. Fill data will not be outputed by the PSP. The command
message length is limited to the 1,024 bits in any one command transmission. The PSP will
output the number of valid words on 16-bit boundaries.



SSI Data Load Processing

The uplink SSI command in the SM uplink buffer validates SSI in the range of 1 through 8
and the number of data words in the range of 1 through 32. If not, the SSI uplink command
is rejected; otherwise, the SSI uplink buffer is checked to verify if it is in use. If it is in use,
a 200 millisecond wait is issued prior to moving the contents of the SM uplink buffer to the
uplink SSI buffer. The number of valid data words to be transmitted and SSI identified are
set in the call list structure. A call is made for the standard output processor.

Standard output control handles output requests to write 1 to thirty-two 16-bit data words
to an SSI. A determination is made if the SSI is standard output, or to a sequence control
assembly (payload assist module-delta class-PAM-D unique software). For the SSI, the
multiplexer interface adapter address, module, and channel data are collected from the SSI
information table. These are the data that define the SSI destination and, along with the
number of valid words, form the command to be transmitted.

Time-Execute Command (TEC) Buffer Processing

The TEC buffer is polled cyclically to check the TEC buffer, which contains TEC input via
uplink and initiates output to either the PSP, Spacelab, or standard serial input/output
based on GMT of execution. The TEC buffer poll is executed at a 1 Hz rate.

The buffer poll performs a time comparison of the individual command times of execution
to GMT to determine if any commands should be output. Three types of commands are
processed depending on their output destination. Only one serial input/output command
can be readied for output during one TEC buffer poll execution; two Spacelab commands
can be readied if they go to different Spacelab computers (e.g., experiment and subsystem
computers).

The uplink processor updates the TEC buffer with new TEC commands and updates the
time order control information in the TEC header so that the TEC’s will be output in the
order of the GMT of execution, regardless of the order received. If it is time to output the
command, TEC buffer poll moves the command to the correct buffer and updates the TEC
header as well as freeing the TEC entry. TEC entries are freed by zeroing the GMT of
execution.

If a PSP command is to be output, PSP reserve buffer is called to determine if
communication with the PSP is enabled. If it is enabled, the PSP common buffer is
reserved if it is not currently in use. If communication with the PSP is not enabled when
the PSP reserve buffer is called, the PSP load will be rejected. If communication is enabled
and the PSP common buffer is busy, the return argument is set to indicate the buffer is



busy. The TEC buffer poll will repeat the request on the next cycle. If communication is
enabled and the PSP common buffer is free, then the return argument is set to indicate the
TEC buffer poll has reserved the buffer.

Once the PSP buffer is reserved, the PSP command load buffer is loaded as defined under
PSP data load processing. Data are transferred to the PSP common load buffer based on
the TEC header information, i.e., configuration message identification and the number of
valid data words.

PSP Reserve Buffer

PSP reserves buffer executes on demand to determine if communication with the PSP is
enabled, and either requests reinitialization or reserves the PSP common buffer for the
calling module if it is free.

The PSP reserve buffer calling modules are: uplink, TEC, cargo control specification, and
payload control supervisor. Each of these calling modules has a calling argument to advise
the calling module of the PSP communication buffer status.

If the buffer is busy, then the calling argument indicating that the calling module does not
wish to wait for the buffer to be free is checked. If the calling module does not wish to
wait for the buffer, then the PSP load is rejected and the reject flag is set on. The cargo
control specification and the uplink are the only two calling modules that want the load
rejected in this case. For these two modules, the appropriate individual reject flags are set
on, and the appropriate individual calling request to reserve the PSP buffer is reset off. The
buffer status return argument is then set to the “buffer busy” state.

If communication is enabled, a check is made to see if this is a PSP reinitiation bit request.
If so, the PSP reinitialization process is called. If the PSP communications are enabled and
the PSP buffer is not busy, the sending argument (configuration identification) is stored in
the PSP transfer status word, the calling module request flag is set on, the appropriate
configuration message is moved from the configuration message table to the command
load buffer, and PSP load processing is called.



Figure 1.  Orbiter Ascent and Entry Payload Uplink Software Functional Interface

Figure 2.  Orbiter Payload On-Orbit Uplink Software Functional Interface



Figure 3.  Uplink Processor

Figure 4.  SM Uplink Buffer



Figure A-1.  Uplink Command Format



Figure A-2.  NSP Polling; System Interface Processor

Figure A-3.  Uplink System Software Buffers



Figure A-4.  Configuration Load Table and Command Load Buffer

Figure A-5.  System Management Uplink Software Processing


